
The Animal Inside

City noises of evening traffic and smells of greasy hotdogs and squished cigarettes,

travel to me in the wind, even though I am trying to escape them by hiding in my enclosed

sanctuary of wilderness. Trees surround me and their long, spindly branches intertwine above

me, creating a patchy canopy of wide leaves. Kneeling down and pressing my hands to the

ground, I feel a tingling warmth spread from my palms to my fingertips. The ground parts and

shifts ever so slightly, as if taking a large breath, causing the tall grasses to sway gently from the

disturbance.

Sometimes, I like to think that an animal lives within the planet. When the animal

breathes, great mountains shudder and subtle hills collapse into soft mounds of dirt. Puddles

bounce and splatter from the small craters they rest in, as if a child has jumped in it with their

little, rubber rain boots. Birds twitter to the rhythm of Earth’s heartbeat while humans type away,

robotically, at small computer screens in offices, oblivious to the wonders of nature.

I look up at the sky, and for a moment, get caught up in my own thoughts. In some ways,

I am just like my Earth. There is a small animal inside me, trapped and confined. It longs to see

the outside world, to have control over something. Over me. This animal yearns to be in nature.

To trace itself back to its roots. This lonely animal is lured, tugged like a magnet, to an

unknowing companion lying deep within the ground.

I sigh, breaking up my thoughts, and observe the soft, wispy clouds as they float lazily

across the sky. They have all the time in the world to soak up the warmth of the bright sun,

already setting. I watch as rays of sunlight seem to caress the white puffs, lighting them up.

I continue to sit there, quietly, matching my heartbeat with that of the animal rumbling

beneath me. Clouds start to dissolve, leaving faint strands of white on an otherwise blank

canvas of sky. During the sun’s descent in the west, beautiful colors of red, orange, yellow, and



pink are created, for as far as I can see. These hues are like watercolors, mixing and blending

harmoniously to create a temporary mural of beauty that will be all but gone in a few hours. I

look in front of me, past thick tree trunks, so that I can see the last blazing piece of sun, peeking

above the horizon, until it disappears. A little thought drifts through my empty mind: Is there

anyone, whether human or animal, that is witnessing this phenomenon with me?

Night has fallen, so now I gaze up at the tiny stars. They are nestled in the dark folds of

the sky, which has lost its warm colors and has been replaced with the cold unknown of space.

Twinkling in the sky, these celestial beings dance in the heavens, revealed by the moon, whose

silvery light illuminates my upturned face. Now, as I touch the ground again, I can feel the

warmth receding and the tingling sensation fading. The otherworldly animal is at peace as it

prepares for its slumber. Almost as if my animal is one with the powerful being below, I realize

that my eyelids feel heavy and my head starts to droop. I lean over ever so slightly to change

my position.

After a few deep breaths, the animal goes to sleep.


